NEW PRODUCT INFORMATION

QFO LE

CREATIVE
MUSICAL INTERFACE

Q-BERT x Vestax =TECHNOLOGY EXCEEDS
THE ARTFORM

The QFO is a revolutionary addition
to a DJs arsenal that breaks with
traditional DJ set ups in order to
allow DJs a new approach to
scratches, cuts, juggles and other
like turntablist moves.
FEATURES
■±60% Pitch Control
A new style of pitch controlling is now
possible thanks to the Spin Slide Pitch
control. Sliding 180°with a selection of 3
control modes and a variety of linked
scratch moves. It is also a very important
feature when you're creating melodies with
single note records.
■Shock Proof Detachable Fader
A conductive plastic PCV fader has been
applied with a new shock absorbent
technology called, Shock Proof method,
securing supreme stability for the turntable.
■Monitor System
Unique stereo monitor system that can
select each PGM and MASTER with a 3point lever switch. Rehearsal play can be
performed without sending sound out to the
hall when MASTER is selected, and
headphone jacks can be selected from a
1/4 inch headphone jack or a mini
headphone jack.
■Reverse & Curve Switch for Input and
cross fader
■The 4 foot insulators can be detached
easily and 2 belt hooks (not included) can
be attached for playing the QFO by a strap.
■Designed to allow DJs the choice of their
scratch hands and speedy access
■Digital scratching is now possible by
mounting the TT-M1 on the QFO and
connecting it to the CDX-05. With this new
combination, music CDs and MP3s can be
digitally scratched by using the QFO as an
interface. Scratching like never before.

SPECIFICATIONS
■INPUT: LINEx1,PHONO×1
■OUTPUT: MASTER (RCA) x1
HEADPHONE (1/4 inch headphone jack/ mini headphone jack)
■MEASURE: 458(W) x165 (H) x525 (D) mm/9.5kg

ĘMOTOR: Direct Drive DC Motor
ĘMaximum Torque: 4.7kg/cm
ĘStarting Torque::2.7kg/cm

ĘStarting Time: 0.5sec (33 1/3rpm)
ĘWOW Flatter: 0.07% W.R.M.S.
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VESTAX PRODUCT INFORMATION

SERATO Scratch Live Model

QFO LE Limited Edition (SERATO Scratch Live Model)
250 units limited world wide
The QFO LE is the one and only turntable and DJ mixer merged musical DJ instrument, with
many fans across the globe. Vestax has added PHONO outputs and mixer inputs to answer to
requests playing the QFO LE with computers. A limited 250 units of this SERATO Scratch Live
compatible QFO LE will be made.
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Available From: Japan / May 2007 World Wide / June 2007
Price : TBA
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